Wanted: Readers and Library Activity Participants for our Clue-themed reading program.

Reward: Completion Prize and Prize Drawings
- Sleuth your way to a reward by examining (reading or listening to) books and investigating (participating in) library activities. Complete any pie wedge or one Clue suspect's color circle - scarlet, white, green, mustard, peacock or plum - to earn the completion prize and one entry into the prize drawings. The first day to claim a completion prize and enter a drawing is Monday, July 6.
- Continue to seek out Clues (read books or participate in activities) to earn more prize drawing entries. Every completed pie wedge or suspect's color circle earns a drawing entry. A total of 12 entries are possible. The last day to enter prize drawings is Monday, July 27. Prize drawings will be held on July 28, and winners will be notified.

Reading tip
One book can fill several spaces on the game board. For example, Galbraith's The Cuckoo's Calling completes: Olympic host city setting, 300+ pages, makes you laugh, and might be an author new to you or in a genre you don’t usually read.